AMKUS® FLEXVOLT™ FIRE RESCUE KITS

Standardize on AMKUS ION rescue tools and you can share their powerful FLEXVOLT battery with over 200 other DEWALT tools. The FLEXVOLT battery that operates ION tools will also power both 60 Volt and 20 Volt DEWALT tools. It is the only battery that automatically changes voltages when you change tools. AMKUS has created kits using DEWALT tools that are perfect solutions for fire rescue applications. AMKUS is an authorized DEWALT reseller so you can be sure you'll receive the right products and accessories and the support you need.

WINDSHIELD REMOVAL KIT

The AMKUS windshield removal kit is designed to minimize dust during cutting, the windshield cutter is a quick and easy way to remove laminated glass from vehicles. #WNDREM-KIT includes (1) Windshield Cutter, (1) Fulllar Tool, (2) Windshield Suction Caps, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), (1) Charger, and (1) Bag.

RECIPROCATING SAW KIT

When paired with the included reciprocating saw blades, this tool makes quick work of structural steel as well as sheet metal and perfectly complements your AMKUS rescue tools. The saw’s keyless lever-action blade clamp allows for quick and easy blade changes while its LED light helps to illuminate your work area. #RECSAW-KIT includes (1) Reciprocating Saw, (10) 6" Lennox Laser CT Extrication Blades, (10) 9" Lennox Laser CT Extrication Blades, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), (1) Charger, and (1) Storage Bag.

9" CUT OFF SAW KIT

The 9" cut off saw kit makes cuts up to 3-1/4" deep. Make fast and efficient single pass cuts and scores in concrete, steel, and rebar. The saw features a front handle that can be held in three positions, allowing the saw to be used to cut in both horizontal and vertical positions. #CUTSAW-KIT includes (1) 9" Cut Off Saw, (1) Diamond Wheel, (1) Ceramic Cut Off Wheel, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), and (1) Charger.

9" CUT OFF SAW KIT (2 BATT, CUT OFF WHEEL, AND 9" DIAMOND RESCUE BLADE)

The 9" cut off saw kit makes cuts up to 3-1/4" deep. Make fast and efficient single pass cuts and scores in concrete, steel, and rebar. The saw features a front handle that can be held in three positions, allowing the saw to be used to cut in both horizontal and vertical positions. #CUTSAW2-KIT includes (1) 9" Cut Off Saw, (1) 9" Diamond Rescue Blade, (1) Diamond Wheel, (1) Ceramic Cut Off Wheel, (2) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Batteries (3AH/9AH), and (1) Charger.
**SCENE LIGHTING KIT**
The scene lighting kit’s compact design takes up minimal compartment space and can be deployed at a scene in seconds. Integrated carry handle provides easy portability to the scene. Light head can be rotated and telescopes to 7 feet to reduce shadows and glare. Variable brightness settings up to 3000 lumens. Light will operate for over 11 hours on low brightness setting. IP54 rating for weather and dust resistance. #SCNLGHT-KIT includes (1) Rechargeable Scene Light, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (3AH/5AH), and (1) Charger.

**HANDHELD BLOWER KIT**
Designed to withstand everyday heavy-duty usage this FLEXVOLT powered blower is ideal for debris cleanup from MVA scenes and creating firebreaks. Powers through debris at up to 423 CFM of air volume at 120 MPH. Flat concentrator nozzle increases air speeds to 175 MPH. It features a variable speed trigger and speed lock for total power control, and its lightweight and ergonomic design maximizes control and minimizes fatigue. #BLOWER-KIT includes (1) Handheld Blower, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), and (1) Charger.

**CHAINSAW KIT**
This 60V chainsaw kit is a versatile tool in the fire service with many different applications including forcible entry, roof ventilation, rescue operations, clearing fire lines and clearing roadways of fallen trees and debris. The 60V brushless chainsaw features a chain brake for kick back protection and provides up to 70 cuts per charge on a 6” x 6” pressure treated pine wood with the included 60V Max 3AH battery. #CHNSAW-KIT includes (1) 60V Brushless Chainsaw, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (3AH/5AH), and (1) Charger.

**60V CORDLESS CIRCULAR SAW KIT**
This 7-1/4" circular saw with electric brake has a no-load speed of 5800 RPM and delivers the power of a corded circular saw with the portability and convenience of cordless. #CIRCSAW-KIT includes (1) Circular Saw, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), (1) Charger, and (1) Bag.

**HAMMER AND IMPACT DRIVER KIT**
The 20V MAX XR hammer drill/driver and impact driver both feature brushless motors that delivers up to 57% more runtime than brushed motors. #DRILL-KIT includes (1) Drill, (1) Impact Driver, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), (1) DeWALT 20V Max 2.0AH Battery, (1) Charger, and (1) Bag.

**60V GRINDER KIT WITH DIAMOND RESCUE BLADE**
The 4.5”-6” grinder with kickback brake is maximized for power and durability. It delivers 13-amp power with the portability and convenience of cordless through revolutionary FLEXVOLT Technology. #GRINDER-KIT includes (1) 60V Grinder, (1) 4.5” x 1/4” bonded abrasive wheel, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), (1) Charger, and (1) Bag.

**PORTABLE BAND SAW KIT**
This portable, brushless band saw kit has great power and runtime. It can cut up to 5” x 4-3/4” rectangular and up to 4” round material. It also includes blade speed control, integrated hang hook, and a durable base. #BANDSAW-KIT includes (1) Band Saw, (1) FLEXVOLT 60V/20V Battery (2AH/6AH), and (1) Charger.